GOURDS
Size

Days = relative days from direct seeding to maturity

AUTUMN WINGS BLEND (U)
90 days
Varies
A unique ornamental gourd that produces a wide variety of
wings and warts in a broad spectrum of colors, shapes and
sizes. Autumn Wings should be handled carefully and allowed
to mature completely prior to harvest.
GIZMO (U)
90 days
5” x 8”
Colorful mix of winged hard-shell gourds produced on a bush
plant. Lots of stripes, speckles and splashes of color.
GOBLIN EGGS MIX (U)
90 days
2” x 3”
Small, egg-shaped gourds in a range of fall colors. Mix is an
assortment of patterns from bicolor striped and spotted to solid
colors. A great addition to your fall displays.

AUTUMN WINGS BLEND

HOARGARTH (U)
90 days
7” x 5”
Terribly warty, vibrant orange and an almost black dark green
gourds produced on a semi bush plant. Perfect for Halloween
displays!

GIZMO

NEW!

DAISY MIX (U)
95 days
3” x 4”
Daisy Mix developed by Larry Eckler of Niles, MI has a mix of
colors in shades of green, orange, yellow and white. Most are
ridged and have a unique daisy pattern on the top of the fruit.
Recommended spacing is 2’ in the row and 6’ between rows.
JAUNE ET VERT
95 days
4” x 6”
Early to mature and very productive. Bushy plants die back
quickly, leaving easy-to-harvest white flower-shaped gourds
with green stripes and shallow scallped edges. Can be eaten as
summer patty pan squash when young.

GOBLIN EGGS MIX

SUNRISE F1

DAISY MIX

HOARGARTH

SMALL WARTED
PROFESSIONAL MIX

JAUNE ET VERT

SMALL WARTED PROFESSIONAL MIX (U) 95 days
3” x 6”
This mix is small, uniform, colorful, and consistently warted. An
assortment of flats, rounds, short pears, and spoons come in a
range of solid, striped, and bicolor patterns with yellows, greens
and oranges.
NEW! SUNRISE F1 (U)
95 days
4” x 6”
Whimsical cupcake shaped hard shell gourd has vibrant yellow
orange coloring with light striping and scalloped edges. Great
to add to any fall collection or gourd mix.
TURK’S TURBAN (U)
95 days
8” x 16”
Colorful gourd which displays well for fall market sales with
its orange-red shoulders and protruding turban of striped red,
green and white really stand out.

TURK’S TURBAN

BIG GORDON F1 (U)

100 days
9” x 24”
A large warty spoon shaped gourd with excellent shelf life for your ornamental
displays. Varying colors with twists and warts on each fruit.

GOURDTASTIC F1 (U)
BIG GORDON F1

GOURDTASTIC F1

100 days
6” x 10”
Interesting rocket shaped gourd with deeply winged base. Fruits are primarily
brilliant orange. Gourdtastic drys well for long life displays.

GOURDZILLA F1 (U)
100 days
5” x 18”
The name says it all. The long necks of this oversized unique shaped gourd are
sure to draw attention. Contrasting colors of green, yellow, orange and white are
great for creative displays and will last throughout the fall.
LUNCH LADY (U)
100 days
Varies
Lunch Lady is a wild mix of large colorful, warty gourds. Fruit vary in shape and
size ranging from 12-24” and 18-36”. A must-have for retail sales.

GOURDZILLA F1

APPLE (U)

110 days
7” x 9”
Large dark green apple shaped fruit turn light brown when dried, when they are
excellent for painting and crafts.

SPECKLED SWAN (U)

LUNCH LADY

APPLE

120 days
10” x 16”
Sensational swan shapes; great for crafting. Once dried the smooth exterior can
be painted or decorated.

BIRDHOUSE (U)

125 days
8” x 14”
This popular gourd has a unique bottle shape that is perfect for ornamental
displays and can be dried for making birdhouses and other craft items. Harvest
when skin turns from greenish to white or tan. Dry before painting or carving.

SPECKLED SWAN

BIRDHOUSE

